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In those cases where business strategies are based upon diversified production or where economies of scope and data
capture systems are not developed enough cost estimations must be done with available data of a limited output. Our
research focuses on the analysis of information systems in such situations. We have performed costs estimations in a
electrical resistance wires manufacturing with more than one thousand different outputs. The cause-effect analysis was
based on time process as the cost driver for overhead cost allocation.
Because of the lack of current data from man-power based production stages, we used standard estimations involving past
production orders and the theory of engineering production functions. Literature on the microeconomic theory objects the
validity of these functions. Important problems exist such as the difficulty to obtain data.
We found this methodology to be appropiated for production scheduling, but inadequate for individual time process
estimation, despite the fact that we had obtained production functions with a very high explanatory power. This is due to
compensation errors in diary scheduling, but individual differences are excessive for costing in low net margin situations.
On the other hand, if we use the functions for cost estimation and price determination, the figures obtained cannot be
trusted when the decision of orders is accepted.
Nevertheless, scheduling proves very useful to rationalize the sequence of production orders and therefore to improve
efficiency both of points of operation and of the plant as a whole.

1. Introduction

A massive wave of Eastern products is currently coming into Spain as well as into other countries. They have such a low
price that cost competitiveness turns out to be impossible. This means quite a high number of Western industrial companies
feel the need for improving, maybe not to grow but to survive.

Great efforts are being done to search for a solution to their problems, generally with the help of consulting companies.
Great amounts of time and money are being dedicated to the development of computer systems mainly known as
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). They allow co-ordination and integration of different work-teams and thus become
exceptional systems for distribution of responsibilities and control of performances.
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Such systems represent an important advance for the parameterisation and development of information systems for
business management, especially in the case of big companies. Nevertheless, these systems still show some deficiencies for
distribution of indirect costs in some specific cases. We aim at finding an alternative solution to the problem that share of
indirect costs represents for those companies featuring a high number of processes and products.

Many small and medium-sized companies currently demand and introduce some systems of this kind, since they generally
feel the need for information in an era where markets undergo a difficult situation. This is not only due to growing
competitiveness but also to the fact that products are at the last stages of their life cycle, which negatively affects the
economic results and thus reduces profitability and cash flow. Counting on information systems which fit all possible
circumstances proves a permanent investment. Managers who think so will count on systems allowing them to anticipate
the different scenarios the company may have to face in the future with enough time in advance. Managers who do not will
have to face the consequences of decisions made with scarcely relevant information.

In this research we explain the importance of data and information to efficient decision-making. This information might not
always be absolutely relevant, but it is always quite useful whenever the quality of data and their error are reported. Some
reasons for this error exist, such as the low quality or the lack of data, data aggregation or misprocessing, etc.

Research is approached from a multi-disciplinary perspective, which in turn implies a widely accepted model both at the
technical and at the economical level. Its importance is due to the fact it is based on the maximum disaggregation of
technical data before cost estimation takes place. Therefore our research is based on the neo-classical microeconomic
theory even though it focuses on internal accounting, which we consider as our starting point, and shows the need for
technologies for data collection and information processing. This is necessary to so that theoretic principles can be checked
in business reality. This can be due to the fact that a relationship exist among the different disciplines for they share the
same objective of study: the company.

2. Microeconomic Production Theory

Microeconomics aim at understanding how scarce resources are assigned to alternative uses in modern economies as well
as the role that prices and markets play on this process. Operative research and theory of the firm have been developed
from the concepts of microeconomics and have made rational decisions-making at the level of business activity easier
(Gravelle & Rees, 1981, p.11). Businessmen consider all the possible ways to exploit their facilities through the available
production techniques in order to maximise short-term profits, that is to say, to reach a balanced situation. This theory is
characterised by the following aspects:

−

It concerns production functions, even though its real objective is the determination of costs functions, known as
the duality between production and cost functions.

−

It represents a technology which is beforehand given and which establishes the relationship between the quantities
of factors that are used within the productive process and the amounts of final product that are obtained.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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−

The analysis of the aggregation of the production function is performed for one country. It considers capital stock
and employment expressed in uniform measures to explain the gross value added or final domestic production
within a specific period. It especially focuses on the participation of production factors on the distribution of gross
income, as well as on the existence of constant increasing or decreasing productivity, the degree of substitutability
of production factors, the disintegration of production relationships in its accumulated or nest components, and the
modification of the technological structure along the time. The fact that it considers technology has led to a
number of econometric analysis on technological flexibility, relative efficiency of the different economic units,
homotheticity1 and the consistency of aggregations of commodities or economic units (Fuss, McFadden &
Mundlak, 1978, p.220).

−

The analysis of individual units is not relevant given the fact that the aggregate function represents different
productive possibilities. The production function of one specific company shows the maximum production
possible. Although it considers inefficient companies will be eliminated from the market, both inefficiencies or
wasting of factors are accepted in order to analyse the circumstances in which the company would be efficient.
Great efforts have been done in the last decades to develop analysis methods allowing both to define the average
level of efficiency of a particular sector from the analysis of each of the companies operating within that sector
(Forsund et al, 1980) and to establish the limits to production (Lovell, 1993).

−

Critics exist to the fact that the aggregate production function does not imply an appropriate description of the
possible technological alternatives, but it simply describes the net effects that individual optimization decisions
(both rational or not) have on each company. Such decisions consider a set of prices and other particular
circumstances. Therefore they will change whenever these specific conditions vary. That is the reason why
production analysis is performed from a different perspective. It relates input variables of an economy for all those
processes adequately related to some specific global outputs. The aggregate production function will appropriately
represent the technological alternatives between inputs and global outputs (Shephard, 1970, p.115).

Maximization of profits requires minimization of costs, i.e. maximum profitability of technology and factors. However,
microeconomics have not traditionally considered the means to find these techniques out. In fact, it was considered to be a
problem which stayed beyond the limits of economy and had to be solved by managers of companies. Later on, problems
for assignation of costs within one company were admitted to be quite close to those existing between companies and
industries. Thus the selection of the most efficient techniques appears at all levels, from companies to industrial sectors and
countries themselves (Walters, 1963, p.2).

Inputs cannot be assigned to final products within the context of joint or related production for it is impossible to obtain one
isolated output without simultaneously obtaining others. The production function of a company producing several products
describes the maximum value of a particular product as a function of quantities of inputs, but maintaining constant the
value of all the quantities of the other products. In those cases where joint production is considered, production variations
through modification of inputs are assumed to be possible both individually and by combining them in a way that output

1

It constitutes a production function with no independent elements where conversion coefficient is one for any combination of factors (Frisch, 1963,
p.111).
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does not severely change (Johnston, 1960, p.5). Some obstacles exist to its application for characterising costs functions
within some industrial sectors such as the chemical or the oil industries (Griffin, 1977)2.

The problem is the short-term impact of the existence of fixed factors expressed in absolute terms. Any plant consists of
some concrete indivisible units of capital equipment which is considered to be implicit in production function. In order to
reduce such rigidity Dano (1966, pp.109) retakes the idea that fixed factors could be considered to be variable, within
certain limits, through divisibility in space (or plant) and time.

Divisibility is estimated at a level of disaggregation considering activity analysis. That is how this line of research has been
formally called within production theory. Although it has been considered to be an extra-economic element for a long time,
it implies the existence of an indefinite amount of basic activities –thus the analysis becomes discreet and non-continuous–
being independent one another3 (Segura, 1969, p.15). Since the mathematic approach is different for it is based on
differential calculus, such consideration of activities implied a great advance and gave rise to a then new technique: linear
programming.

Anyway, we must take into consideration that the importance of production function lies on the fact that it represents a
necessary step for the elaboration of costs function. Therefore the restrictions for production functions also mean
restrictions for costs function (Chambers, 1988, p. 82). As we can see, costs function proves to be statistically enough if all
relevant economic information regarding technology can be collected from costs function (McFadden, 1978).

The analysis of production functions is generally not considered for estimation of costs functions, especially for the study
of specific industrial activities. A wide range of studies applying statistical methods for estimation of those functions exist
since the 1930s. For instance, Dean (1936 and 1937) performs a research on the potentiality of and limitations to several
statistical methods to analyse behaviour of costs, especially in the short-term, and in particular average and marginal costs,
in order to help to establish some flexible costs standards to be used for control purposes. One of the advantages of studies
of this kind is that managers of any company could consider reduction of costs based on “a more exact understanding of the
reasons for costs behaviour”. This in turn would contribute to the estimation of costs and future profits according to some
foreseen conditions4. In those cases analysed the relationship of costs with productivity, the plant size, its location and real
profits is considered.

Johnston (1960) collected a group of empirical studies on the estimation of costs functions in the case of electricity
generation, transport of passengers by road, mining, the food industry and insurance companies. He considers obstacles to
data collection according to the hypothesis that the short-term business activity is bound to a definite capacity. Therefore, a
specific quantity produced at a regular rate must correspond to each consideration of costs. However, we need an analysis
which is large enough as to observe any changes in such rate and to avoid any external factor that can “corrupt” such
relationship. The variation in prices that companies pay for production factors and the existence of different considerations

2

Other industrial sectors such as the food industry show easier examples of related production analysis for ten items as it happens in the case of Jonhston
(1960, pp. 87 onwards).
3
This means the isoquants curves of the traditional theory become polygons and the marginal substitution relationship is not continually decreasing but it
undergoes a gap at every time the point being considered is at a vertex of the isoproduct polygon.
4
Dean (1936, p. 2).
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according to different technological situations or to different capital stocks constitute two examples of such external factors
(p.26).

As far as production functions are concerned wide and highly sophisticated comprehensive econometric research has been
carried out. However Johansen (1973) insists that the results of such research have sometimes been divergent and have not
proved to be comforting. From his point of view, this may be due to the fact that the basic concept of production functions
stays quite the same. Traditional perspectives generally consider a unique production function even though they make the
difference both between the short and the long term and between the micro and the macro levels. The problem is that a full
econometric study of the production structure of a specific sector requires the use of a quantity and variety of data which is
rarely available. The use of technological information is an alternative method. Although it has been sometimes considered
as the most obvious way to define production functions (Johansen, 1973, p.186), this method has not been frequently used.
According to Walters (1963, p. 14) said it can still today be said to continue at its childhood stage given the few works that
have been published since then.

3. Engineering Production Functions

The microeconomic theory assumes the production process is designed in a way it best guarantees the highest economic
productivity possible. This means the economic problem becomes a technical problem. Thus the idea that supports the
concept of production function really constitutes an optimisation which is sought and obtained by using engineering
variables. However, the final result is supposed to be a function of economical factors because of the effects of duality
(Wibe, 2004, p.1). In order to make microeconomic analysis easier, technical aspects of production do not imply
restrictions to economic behaviour and the production function poses a secondary interest for economists (Chambers, 1988,
p.6).

The wish to combine engineering with the microeconomic theory is nothing new. Such interest was initially born because
of the concerns of neo-classical economists regarding their scientific practice and has been discreetly developed parallely to
the development of the microeconomic theory. According to Walrás, who justified universal applicability of the double
game, “we have here a material example of the way in which theory and practice can be useful to one another; because it is
true that industrial practice expressed in accounting terms can make the elaboration of a production theory much more
easier; and it is also true that this theory can help to explain the farming practice in accounting terms once it has been
elaborated” (Walrás, 1928)5.

Also Schneider (1942, p. 50) considers the same concept to support that effectiveness of the relationship between
accountancy and the microeconomic theory would allow the latter to respond to real conditions since (industrial)
accountancy quantifies and values production to build costs.

Despite the considerations of these and other well-known authors, the importance of value judgements to economy and the
need to search for basic ideas requires overlooking the technical criteria and objectives the engineering analysis would
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result in. They should look instead at what Frisch (1963, p.10) called “evaluation coefficients”, which allow the comparison
of different production options. Price is selected as the coefficient in most cases according to two reasons. First, it is a basic
element explaining market behaviour. Second, it is quite easy to define in didactic terms.

Chenery’s work (1949) is generally accepted to be the first to assume the use of engineering data. He aims at suggesting a
method to use engineering data on some occasions to approximate the production functions of the microeconomic theory
within the industrial framework, thus obtaining one of these functions6. As we can see up to now the problem of economists
is quite the same than that of engineers since they must define a principle allowing to assess the different alternative ways
to face any task. In the case of engineers, a high number of design problems are found to show important regularities
depending on one or more key design variables and affecting total cost (Smith, 1966, p. 203). Such variables imply some
fixed investment costs as opposed to variable operative costs. From the point of view of engineers, the problem is reaching
the balance between these variations opposed to cost so that the minimum cost can be achieved. According to Smith, this
result is called the “theory of economic balance” which determines production scheduling.

Chenery’s proposal basically consists of defining a production function considering different processes at different
production levels and which is based on the scientific knowledge applied for this process. Data regarding the quantities of
factors that are used or the production obtained are not really necessary. In those cases where an automatic machine
constitutes the main element of one process, relevant engineering variables must be its speed, size, operation continuity,
etc. A priori it is difficult to specify a general rule to select independent variables, far beyond the need for them to analyse
quantities and kinds of factors for a particular product at a pre-established cost. His goal was to reduce real engineering
calculations to a formulation which was easier to use but preserved as much information as possible and where inputs can
be substituted one another.

If the quantity of each material factor is called ui , the price of ui per unit is called pi and the engineering variables are
called vi , production functions and their prices will be
ui =· ui (v1 ... vm)
pi =· pi (v1 ... vm)
and the production function within the microeconomic theory would be formulated as follows

X =· f (u1 ... um)
where X is production per time unit (or process capacity) whose corresponding production function from the point of view
of engineering would be

X =· φ (v1 ... vm)

5

Alianza Editorial, 1987, p.392.
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considering ui must be expressed in terms of vi . On the other hand, costs function can be determined as follows:
m

C = ∑ u i ⋅ pi
i

this can be formulated as:

C = Π (v i L v n )

The econometric approach constitutes a second version of this method. It is based on the possibility to adapt an statistical
function with discreet factors and production data. This version complements engineers’ approach. However, according to
Chenery (1949) we must take into consideration the fact that it only fits those cases where a full explanation of the
processes does not exist. So the elaboration of a short-term function by using the variables explained by engineers must be
the last resource. General long-term production functions can only be obtained within the framework of the most advanced
and perfectly determined technologies as it happens with chemistry, aeronautics or electricity engineering.

Leontief considers it constitutes a useful and fundamental method for long-term estimation of relevant structural constants
even though it proves difficult and expensive. In fact, this kind of first-hand information proves especially interesting to
solve the problem of industrial classification, which is considered to be the major element for input-output analysis
(Leontief et al, 1953).

In spite of accepting the importance of Chenery’s work as an improvement of the quantitative aspects of economic analysis,
Wibe (1984) performed a review of existing literature to try to analyse and consider the results regarding substitution and
scale features7. He concluded that in reality “results constitute a confusing structure for a wide variety of ideas which were
obtained from specific situations. Production functions are generally estimated from in plant input-output data” (p.401).

Walters (1963) also performed a review of previous publications concerning applications for estimation of costs and
production functions. Other works are relevant too:
−

Chenery (1953) represented the production functions of gas conduction through pipelines.

−

Grosse (1953) considered how useful estimation of production functions could be to improve the determination of
the technical parameters for input-output analysis. He focused on the case of the textile industry, in particular yarn
manufacturing.

−

Griffin (1977) analysed the joint production of an oil refinery.

−

The work performed by Johansen (1972) was considered to represent a great advance for this kind of analysis of
production functions8. This is due to the fact that he put the emphasis on the theoretical aspects and in particular

6

Although Chenery’s work itself is supported by Stigler’s (1940) it does not consider R. Frisch’s of 1935, where production of chocolate is used to
explain the substitution principle.
7
Wibe analysed twenty-eight works performed between 1935 and 1980. He found that those works where the author had elaborated a production
function, totally or partially, the quantitative features of such function had rarely been explained. As a consequence he had measure substitution elasticity
according to figures or with the help of some tables and texts with no explicit mentions to these phenomena in order to try to gather and consider results of
previous works regarding substitution and scale features. He performed his work at four stages: he build the engineering production function, the factors
functions and the economic production function and then statistically estimated a function considering discreet input-output data.
8
According to Forsund (1995, p. 32) “Leif Johansen’s approach (1972) seems to be the most appropriate one to obtain a valid empirical outlook being as
close as possible to real engineering is wanted. The application of engineering approach has clearly revealed the need for a difference between short-term
and long-term substitution possibilities. Johansen’s approach (1972) constitutes the development of Frisch’s real attitude.”
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on technical substitution analysis by making the difference between ex ante and ex post and the introduction of
technological progress. He also cleared up the identification of production functions according to the sort of data
and to the econometric methods used. He analized a sector of economic activity with a homogenous product in
order to exemplify his theoretical contributions. He exemplifies his work by highlighting the analysis at the macro
level of the Norwegian fleet of oil tankers where ships are considered to be production units.
−

The work performed by Marsden et al. (1974) maybe constitutes one of the best efforts to establish a theoretical
basis within the framework of the microeconomic theory. The development of the production theory has focused
on two research projects, Cobb & Douglas’ of 1928 and Arrow, Chenery, Minhas & Solow’s of 1961. These
works combined a theoretical basis together with the use of empirical evidence to develop new functional
formulae, in particular the Cobb-Douglas and the CES production functions. This line was opposed to some of the
beforeseen works. In this case restrictions to a level of homogeneity of one and markets with highly competitive
factors, among others, are as far as possible ignored to concentrate on the representation of the process. Now the
emphasis is put on obtaining an aggregated representation of a specific process: chemical reaction systems. Some
formulae corresponding to functional formulations being generally used within the microeconomic theory are
obtained through the introduction of the formulae which directly relate the production aspects of processes.
However such formulae do not respect the consideration of desired economic properties.

−

Eide (1979) extends the work performed by Johansen. In line with it he focuses on oil transportation, in particular
on problems of design of oil tankers, and considers a Cobb-Douglas function with two factors in order to minimise
costs.

−

Forsund’s work (1995) constitutes a tribute to Ragnar Frisch. He retakes his work of 1935 on the chocolate
industry and goes back to the same company to study the production of the same product. He found some
variations since quantity of ingredients had been changed and focused on technical evolution.

−

More recently Gow & Gow (2003) used a simplified model together with some technical and economical
aggregation rules to obtain a production function which is based on engineering data. Their formulation
establishes the relationship between inputs (facilities, materials, labour and energy) and results, the elimination of
volatile organic components from polluted water. They studied four representations and concluded that traditional
microeconomic functions such as the Cobb-Douglas function do not appropriately describe processes.

−

On the other hand Gow (2003) analysed the chemical industry with reaction and separation processes and
especially emphasized the substitution between investment and energy and the existence of scope economies for
simple dimerization plants.

Wibe (2004) considers the optimization implicitly assumed in production function is really obtained through engineering
variables in the analysis of efficiency of production processes. However, final results turn out to be considered a function of
economic factors. From the relationship between production factors and engineering variables he determines all factors
except for one, Vj which requires a minimum quantity for a specific design and which is considered to be a restriction to
production maximization by selecting the most appropriate design. In his work Wibe defends the existence of some
economic rules of production as a consequence of obtaining some optimal designs in line with the technical and economical
principles of engineering.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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According to Walters (1963), Marsden & Pingry (1986) and Forsund (1995), the fact of using information from engineers’
experience or through direct data capture from technical processes implies some advantages and disadvantages. Some of its
advantages are listed below:
•

It constitutes quite an interesting method to potential researchers.

•

The degree of applicability of the resulting functions is known and the effects of technical progress are generally easy
to introduce. Technological changes can be reflected through changes in basic functional parameters.

On the other hand the following disadvantages have been explained:
•

The great efforts the application of this methodology requires must be generally taken into consideration as some years
would possibly be needed to determine a map of isoquants for small businesses. In fact all the necessary information is
not always available.

•

The problems to translate engineering units into other quantities suitable for use within economic analysis. Once they
are defined it would be still necessary to combine all processes within the same function for the whole plant.

•

Some differences with the traditional production function exist since the production capacity of the plant is not
specifically considered. We must take into consideration the fact that engineering data can represent both optimally
managed processes and an average experience within the plant or the industry. Besides generally engineering data only
reflect data from technical processes.

•

The validity of production functions lies rather on exactitude of engineering relationships than on accuracy of the
economic properties considered.

An analysis of engineering production function considers real substitution probability and flexibility analysis according to
proximity to production processes with the need for making the difference between the long and the short term. From a
general point of view, the applicability of statistical adjustments of production functions seems to be doubtful. This is due
to the fact that tests of implicit production functions are rather performed on the meaning of adjustments than on basic
production principles (Marsden & Pingry, 1986; Forsund, 1995; Heathfield & Wibe, 1987).

Despite all these problems we still think the fact that productivity measurements are sometimes needed to be used as a
reference for decision-making within companies implies resorting to this kind of analysis. Up to now the application of
production functions has been described from the point of view of research, but not from that of its internal use by the
company for an effective allocation of resources.

4. Usefulness of econometric production functions with engineering data

Systems for costs control based on the use of time as a principle to input indirect costs have been developed and introduced
in recent years. They have proved to be very useful models in those situations where great products diversity is involved.
The main obstacle has been found to lie on data availability on the different applications both because they do not exist or
because those that exist are not appropriate.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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In fact, the system effectiveness largely lies on the exactitude of both time estimation regarding the process and
interruptions and speed estimation.

4.1. Electrical resistance wires manufacturing

The manufacture of electrical resistors constitutes an example of this kind of industry. The production process of a typical
resistor takes place at the following stages: coiling, welding, filling, rolling, re-heating, sealing, stretching, bending,
welding and assembling, cleaning, winding and bracket pressing, wings, final testing and packaging.

Workers manually note down operation times on a sheet of paper during the production process. Then these data must be
entered into computers so that it can be used. The fact that more than 4,000 models of the final products supplied exist
highlights the problems that strategies of this kind have to face. For instance, more than 1,100 different models were
manufactured in 2002 according to approximately 3,700 production orders apart from considering eventual modifications
and even new products according to clients’ demands.

Workers at each point of operation must inform about the time the process lasts, the quantity processed, work interruptions
and the causes for work interruptions so that the model proposed can be applied. Then costs statistics can be elaborated for
each production order.

However the problems appear when facing production scheduling. The need to perform timing estimations for production
shares in order to meet the deadlines agreed with clients implies knowing in-advance or being able to predict the speed of
the process. This does not generally needs the maximum level of disaggregation but an estimation of the real speed of the
process.

Filling scheduling is especially relevant in this case since it is the moment when the welded piece of resistance wire is
incorporated to the tube from the workshop together with an insulator, i.e. magnesia powder, which avoids contact between
them. Both a machine and a man perform this work. The worker hangs the pieces of resistance wire from a frame by one of
their contact rods and puts the empty tubes in line with the pieces of resistance wire. Then the machine introduces the
pieces of resistance wire in the tube at the same time they fill it with magnesia through vibration. When filling ends the
worker removes the pieces of resistance wire and lids the top to prevent magnesia from getting out. Then he goes to the
rolling stage where the pieces of resistance wire are introduced on one side of the machine. They will be flattened and
straightened by undergoing a number of steel rollers. They will finally come out at the other side of the machine. Once the
piece of resistance wire has undergone the full process the worker notes down on a registration sheet the time used from the
beginning to the end of the process, i.e. from the moment when the machine was customized to suit the characteristics of
that specific production order to the moment when manufacture of the last tube finished.

Works are usually performed by four people working in two shifts. On some occasions production requires three more
people as there might be someone missing or because production has to be increased. 7,546 randomly selected observations
from 2002 and 2003 were used. Time spent on filling and rolling per worker was analysed according to the characteristics
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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of the pieces of resistance wire. Certain data errors were found and eliminated and 6,761 observations were finally
processed. According to this model, time corresponds to real operating time, work interruptions due to frame changes and
time spent on preparing the machine, mainly to change magnesia (net operating time –TND- and necessary work
interruptions time –IP- in Somohano and Martínez, 2003).

Observations reflect the time used in minutes, the number of effectively filled tubes (X), tube diameter (D) and length (L)
in centimetres, and volume (V) in cubic centimetres. The following functions were obtained:
Worker Miguel: 2.213 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0,9515 (critical value of F= 0):
TNDi1+IPi1 = 0,263360969 X

+

(216,75)

1,082629938 D

+

(34,16)

0,003192418 L
(18,85)

Worker Nando: 3.322 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0.9339 (critical value of F= 0):
TNDi2+IPi2 = 0,239552267 X

+

(221,77)

1,068010753 D

+

(43,69)

0,003126913 L
(22,26)

Worker Querol: 545 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0.9093 (critical value of F= 1.6355E-284):
TNDi3+IPi3 = 0,218254334 X

+

(79,43)

1,183816231 D
(15,28)

+

0,003430307 L
(6,26)

Worker Atanasio: 595 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0.9946 (critical value of F= 0):
TNDi4+IPi4 =

0,18454538 X

+

(326,91)

0,120258178 V
(33,28)

Worker Javier: 53 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0.8692 (critical value of F= 5,52077E-25):
TNDi5+IPi5 = 0,284407857 X

+

(26,09)

0,095802539 V
(8,06)

Worker Agustín: 32 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0.9482 (critical value of F= 2,75547E-26):
TNDi6+IPi6 = 0,170957974 X

+

(50,59)

0,089033117 V
(3,37)

Worker Otero: 21 valid observations, adjusted R2 : 0.9225 (critical value of F= 1.38096E-15):
TNDi7+IPi7 = 0,281548519 X
(30,90)

+

0,090967728 V
(9,85)

The number of tubes filled (X), their volume, tube diameter (D) and length (L) are the variables determining the time used
for the process.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Atanasio, Querol, Miguel and Nando’s variables were found to be similar since they are the workers who generally perform
this task. However, Atanasio could be considered to be relatively more productive as filling and rolling the pieces of
resistance take him shorter in spite of working with a wider variety of diameters and lengths. This means the volume
estimated can be considered to be representative whereas length and diameter prove unrepresentative when considered
separately. Querol, Nando and Miguel could be ranked from the most to the least effective worker for similar lengths and
diameters. On the other hand, three workers from other sections also participated in this activity, i.e. Javier, Agustín and
Otero. They are sometimes sent to this section for a short period because of different reasons such as the absence of usual
workers from that section or an increase in production capacity. Few observations appear in those cases and they prove
scarcely representative of the total volume filled.

Therefore a first analysis of production functions allows an assessment of both workers’ effectiveness according to the
production shares processed and their contributions to the activity as a whole.

Although we aimed at using functions to estimate how long the filling stage will last, information was also used to schedule
production processes as the filling stage constitutes one of the key stages of the production process. However it is not
possible to predict who is to perform the work when scheduling the production process since workers work successively.
Considering an individual volume of work would make predictions very difficult at the same time some worker could be
left out of the production process in the event of possible miscalculations. That is why Miguel’s function was the only to be
analysed as its explanatory capacity proved higher. Operating time is estimated by applying this function to engineering
variables. The order of production shares and the number of tubes processed are then specified thus predicting the dates
when manufacture of production shares will finish and determining preferences according to deadlines for production
orders.

As far as the usefulness of observations to schedule production activities was concerned we observed:
•

Once operating time for a particular production order was estimated, deviation was calculated by identifying a high
number of errors in some representative cases possibly because these tubes were not considered in the sample
analysed.

•

Nevertheless negative deviations balanced positive ones out so the error accumulated along the working day was very
small.

•

That is why on a one-year term this method finally proved to be efficient to optimize the production stage. Delays
accumulated in this section were remarkably reduced even though demand stayed the same according to figure 1.

As we can see error is balanced out for effective production scheduling. However, it does not allow functions are used to
perform costs estimation since:
•

Production costs are underestimated in those cases where estimated operating time is shorter than real operating time
and vice versa.

•

Even very small errors in operating time estimations can invalidate the model in those cases where production shares
have very low margins. This is due to the fact that the high explanatory capacity of the models proposed is related to
regularity of a certain number of tubes. Nevertheless, the less regulars tubes the more necessary operating time
estimation. Thus irregular tubes are those the model explains the worst.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 1. Number of delayed tubes

4.2. Plastic bags manufacturing

We analysed yields of a manufacturer of extruded plastic bags as a second example of our research. His activity takes place
at three different stages: manufacture of plastic or extrusion, printing of commercial brands, drawings or logos, and the
finish of the bag with handles and product packaging.
Machines had no automatic data capture systems. As a consequence we had to measure real operating times (TR)9 to take
data samples of the technical variables and instant speed of the production processes. We focused on the first stage, i.e.
plastic extrusion. At this stage, a plastic tube is manufactured from polyethylene which is warmed up to 180-200º Celsius
(356-392ºF). Then a balloon is formed. When this balloon gets cold it is coiled. Balloon dimensions, width, length and
thickness (also called gauge) depend on clients’ demands. Width corresponds to the bag width or length, length depends on
the number of bags ordered and material and thickness depends on the bag expected resistance.

The analysis aims at predicting how fast the plastic tube will be formed thus improving efficiency of the production process
and making distribution of indirect costs easier. To meet such objective it is important both to understand the factors
affecting the process and to discard those behaving in a neutral way. In this case we analysed the size of the production
order, thickness and width, the people who prepare and adapt the machine, temperature and humidity and the kind of
material used. Given the age of the wiring some dichotomic variables were introduced to discard the effects of voltage
changes to reflect shift changes both on later sections as on the industrial park. Also the day of the week where works were
performed was finally considered. Data scattering are shown and the corresponding co-relations with the speed of the
process are searched for within the two last columns.

9

See Somohano and Martínez, 2003.
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In a first analysis speed behaviour with respect to bag dimensions is found to be non-linear according to figure 2.

Hence the production function we obtained for one of the machines from 188 observations was non-linear, adjusted R2 was
0,93159 and the value of F was 849,88:
VI1k

=

3994,46

· Gk-0,7514

Ak-0,5490

Tk0,2575

(34,471)

(-46,536)

(-24,861)

(4,305)

The model was found to have a high explanatory capacity: the thicker and wider the bag, the lower speed. Also temperature
positively affects the process as polyethylene takes shorter to warm up.

As far as costs determination is concerned, it is important to highlight the fact that the use of linear distribution criteria such
as kilograms manufactured along a specific period implies a remarkable error. Thus some costs corresponding to big or
thick bags would be attributed to small or thin bags.

Figure 2. Extrusion speed behaviour
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5. Conclusions

In this research we focus on the analysis of information systems in those companies whose strategies are based upon scope
economies. The model proposed is supported by Dano’s divisibility (1966) and Schneider’s time analysis (1968) and stands
for the need to work with productivity and operating times. A higher or lower aggregation level can be adapted depending
on data quantity and quality, which implies that costs estimation errors can sometimes be quite high.
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The model is being checked within two companies featuring highly diversified production. One of them bases production
upon machines and the other involves workers at a deeper level of activities.

Although flexibility is an advantage in that case, the second company shows more problems for costs estimation due to two
reasons:
•

Workers’ productivity proves quite variable.

•

Data generation is scarce and difficult.

In these cases the determination of production functions has been regarded as a method to estimate productivity and times,
both considering operation and interruptions, according to the formulation proposed.

The use of engineering production functions is considered in the definition of neo-classical production functions. However,
econometric production functions considering engineering data have been applied as all the processes involved were highly
variable.

The remarkable problems this kind of functions was found to pose imply its validity is called into question (Healthfield &
Wibe, p.176). They also show the usual disadvantages engineering production functions have such as data collection
difficulties. We must also take into consideration the fact that this method constitutes one a priori approach to estimate final
costs and hence production restrictions become restrictions to the costs function (Chambers, 1988).

We present the results obtained from the application of engineering production functions for time estimation to calculate
costs according to the model proposed in two specific cases. This methodology was found to be inappropriate for time
estimation regarding costs budgeting since adjustment error proves excessive in some cases, not many, even though the
adjustments obtained showed a high explanatory capacity. The main problem lies on the fact that a priori lack of
knowledge about where deviation takes place leads to highly mistrust all estimations.

However this does not mean the great efforts this method requires are completely useless. On the contrary we checked its
high usefulness to perform in advance production scheduling. This in turn allows to rationalize the sequence in which
production orders must be carried out at each point of operation thus eliminating restrictions to workers’ productivity and
improving global effectiveness of the plant.
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